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Abstract

As a result of the new aesthetics and compositional techniques of musical modernism around and after 1900, the expectations of a concert and opera audience and the actual musical production of the musical avant-garde increasingly drifted apart. Scandal concerts multiplied and heated debates were carried out in the feuilleton. Musicians reacted to this discourse not only by establishing their own communities of interest and presentation platforms for new music. In addition, there was an increased interest among composers to communicate their music to an audience in such a way that it was understood. Introductory lectures, essays, interviews, program notes, and conversations increasingly accompanied performances or new releases of new music. These composers’ statements have been used by musicological research so far largely as sources of information about the respective works. Hardly has research reflected upon the fact that these utterances are (1) communicative acts that presuppose a real or imagined audience and are (2) embedded in a discursive framework to which they respond directly or indirectly.

In the article, I discuss these two aspects using examples from the composer Alban Berg. The first is his Wozzeck lecture, which he held for the first time in 1929 on the occasion of the Oldenburg premiere of the work and repeated several times in the following years at other performance venues. In the lecture, Berg uses more than fifty sound examples on the piano to refer primarily to recurring chords and harmonies. Clearly discernible here is the performative strategy of conveying to the audience a specific sonority of non-tonally bound chordal combinations through concrete, sensual auditory impressions. Berg also emphasizes the compositional regularities in Wozzeck, which can be read as a reaction to the repeated reproach of the press that modern music does not follow any regularities. Similar considerations are present in the radio dialogue “What is atonal?” which was broadcast on Radio Wien on April 23, 1930, as a fictitious dialogue between Berg and the journalist Julius Bistron. A detailed analysis of the dialogue script shows that Bistron acted as a representative of various audience segments throughout the lecture. The last section of the article suggests how theories of communication, media, and performance can be used for the examination of such lectures and dialogues and how this deepens our understanding of these communicative acts within the highly controversial field of new music in the twentieth century.
Introduction

The early twentieth century was characterized by increasing divides between the expectations of an opera and concert audience and the actual styles of avant-garde music. Concert performances were interrupted by tumultuous upheavals, and heated debates were carried out in the press. Composers reacted to these discourses not only by establishing their own communities and presentation platforms for new music, such as the Verein für musikalische Privataufführungen in Wien (Society for private musical performances in Vienna) or the International Society for Contemporary Music, but also by trying to communicate their music to an audience in ways that facilitated listening experiences and deepened its understanding. Performances or releases of avant-garde music were accompanied by introductory lectures, essays, interviews, program notes, and radio conversations.

Musicology has regarded these composers’ statements mainly as sources that provide information about their respective works. Hardly ever has research reflected upon the fact that lectures, essays, or interviews are communicative acts between an artist and a real or imagined audience and that they are embedded in a discursive framework to which they respond directly or indirectly. Harold Lasswell’s often cited model of communication (“Who says what to whom in what channel and with what effect?”) can be used as a starting point of inquiry. It shifts the focus from the composer (“who”) and his message (“what”) to the audience (“whom”), the format and media used (“channel”), and audience reception (“effect”). Furthermore, communication theory invites us to consider “communicative situations and contexts” and to keep in mind that composers do not act in a vacuum. The following article argues that these aspects are crucial for understanding how avant-garde composers talked about their own music in the early twentieth century. Examples are taken mainly from Alban Berg’s lectures, essays, and interviews. His various communicative acts are doubtlessly personal and individual and are regarded as such. At the same time, they can represent certain trends among avant-garde composers in the early twentieth century. In the last section of this article, the focus is therefore expanded to include broader historical tendencies and methodological issues beyond communication theory. This will hopefully encourage further research about how avant-garde music is communicated to an audience not only in the early twentieth century but to this day.

General Strategies of Communication: Berg as a Writer

Berg wrote about music long before he wrote about his own music (see table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Der Lehrer Schönberg (The teacher Schoenberg)</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>1912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnold Schönberg, Kammersymphonie op. 9. Thematische Analyse (Arnold Schoenberg, chamber symphony op. 9. Thematic analysis)</td>
<td>1918</td>
<td>1918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verein für musikalische Privataufführungen in Wien, Prospekt (Society for private musical performances in Vienna, prospectus)</td>
<td>1919</td>
<td>1919</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All of Berg’s early endeavors to communicate about music to an audience use the channel of the written text and deal with Arnold Schoenberg. In 1911 (at the age of 26) he contributed a two-page hymn about his teacher to the volume *Arnold Schönberg*, a small book published by several Schoenberg pupils. The impulse for this book came from a review by Paul Strauber. After a concert in April 1911 in the Ehrbar-Saal with works by the Schoenberg pupils Berg, Karl Horwitz, and Anton Webern, Strauber wrote in the *Illustrirte Wiener Extrablatt* that Schoenberg was an “unscrupulous speculator” who pushed talented young musicians onto a path that led neither to art nor to culture. It was Schoenberg’s own idea that his pupils should react to this degrading polemic by writing about how they really perceived him as a teacher.

Some of Berg’s subsequent publications serve the purpose of communicating about Schoenberg’s works more directly to a concert audience. His three thematic guides to Schoenberg’s *Gurrelieder* (1913/14), *Kammersymphonie* op. 9 (1918), and *Pelleas und Melisande* (1920) are explicitly meant to prepare the audience for the performance and guide them through the work while listening. They can be contextualized within a growing culture of publications for guided listening that was established more broadly about 1880. The surviving chapter of a never-finished book about Schoenberg explicates the complexity of Schoenberg’s music and was later re-written into the article “Warum ist Schönbergs Musik so schwer verständlich?” (Why is Schoenberg’s music so difficult to understand?). Other writings serve more general purposes regarding the Schoenberg circle, for example the prospectus for the Verein für musikalische Privataufführungen, co-written by Berg and communicating the ideas of the society, or the polemic articles against conservative attitudes of composers or music critics (Hans Pfitzner, Julius Korngold, Elsa Bienenfeld, and Walther Krug). Clearly, these writings of Berg are reactions to a public discourse that defamed Schoenberg and his circle. Writing and talking about avant-garde music is in this Schoenbergian context and beyond quite often driven by the need to rectify presumably wrong judgements and deal with refusal or a lack of understanding.

It was not before 1921 that Berg started to write about his own music. The formats and occasions for his texts could not be more diverse. For the program book of the 1921 Donaueschinger Musiktage (Donaueschingen music days), published in the journal *Neue Musik-Zeitung*, he was asked by the music director Heinrich Burkard to write an “analysis” of his piano sonata op. 1. Berg sent something that he first called “theme table” (Thementafel) but later complained that his “extensive analysis” (ausführliche Analyse) was not printed in the journal. Indeed, what appeared in the journal was simply a table of the four themes of the sonata. However, even if one
considers that a more extensive, now lost, version of the analysis existed, Berg’s analysis clearly ties in with the widely practiced convention of thematic tables and analyses that he had already executed for the works of Schoenberg. He used a completely different approach for an introductory text to the first performance of his *Drei Bruchstücke aus der Oper “Wozzeck”* (Three fragments from the opera *Wozzeck*) at the music festival of the Allgemeiner Deutscher Musikverein (General German music association) in June 1924. Instead of introducing his music, he merely explained the situations of the scenes and cited the text of the pieces, arguing in his letter to the editor that he refrained from writing about his music because it was necessary for the audience to understand the dramatic situations of the three operatic fragments.\(^{[14]}\) Still another type of text was the open letter to Schoenberg about Berg’s chamber concerto. It mainly explained the formal design of the concerto and the symbolism behind this homage to Schoenberg and his circle. From the very beginning, this text was intended to present the work to a broader audience and was used as an introductory text at several performances of the work.\(^{[15]}\) It is clear from these three examples that Berg did not have a simple recipe for introducing his works to the public but chose different approaches and text types for different compositions and occasions.

The more Berg’s works became known, the more he did not simply write about his music but reacted to discourses that were initiated by others. This is obvious particularly for his first opera and most successful work to date, *Wozzeck*. Although the opera was not performed until 1925, *Wozzeck* received some attention in the years after the publication of the piano score in 1922. Berg himself decided to write about his opera in 1924 as a reply to an article by Emil Petschnig in the journal *Die Musik*. Petschnig had published an article about *Wozzeck* in the February issue of the journal with the title “Atonales Opernschaffen” (Atonal opera creation).\(^{[16]}\) Among his criticisms were that the musical forms in Berg’s *Wozzeck* were not recognizable, the treatment of the voices a disgrace, the adaptation of the text a failure, and the score generally overloaded. Berg reacted in his reply mainly to the first point and exposed Petschnig as unable to recognize the simplest formal designs and relations. It was only in 1927 that Berg wrote about *Wozzeck* again, this time for the Russian journal *Zhizn’ iskusstva* (Life of art) on the occasion of the Leningrad premiere of *Wozzeck*. Berg started this text with the statement that so many had already commented on *Wozzeck* that he could hardly add anything new. He then wrote that he just wished to clarify one thing (and this is the main argument of the whole article): that he did not use old musical forms with the intention to reform opera but that this was an organic process that served the purpose of enhancing drama and providing musical structure and variety. Although this article did not have an explicit introductory character and referred already to a certain discourse around Berg’s opera, it was used as a standard text in program books for several later performances and was reprinted in Berg’s lifetime at least eleven times.\(^{[17]}\)
Die „atonale“ Oper
(mit Beispielen am Klavier)

VORTRAG
von
ALBAN BERG
dem Komponisten der Oper „Wozzek“

Donnerstag, den 15. Mai 1930, halb 8 Uhr abends.

Eintrittspreise S 8., 6., 4., 3., 2., 1.­.

Der Vortrag beginnt pünktlich und findet im Vortragsaal, I. Parkring 8, I. Stock statt. Mitglieder des Kulturbundes 50% Ermäßigung.

Um Andrang an der Abendkassa zu vermeiden, wird gebeten, sich Karten in nachstehenden Vorverkaufsstellen zu besorgen:

Konzertkasse Ithma, I. Operngasse (Opernhaus)
Braumüller, I. Graben 21
Oskar Gronner, I. Graben 28
R. Lanyi, I. Kärntnerstraße 44
Sekretariat des Kulturbundes, I. Parkring 8, III. St. II. (T 13/15-17)

VORANZEIGE!

HÉLÈNE VACARESCO
spricht am 27. Mai 1930 über
„Silhouettes et impressions de la Société des Nations.”
Berg’s Wozzeck Lecture

The twofold approach of introducing a work but at the same time reacting to an already existing discourse about the music is also explicit in Berg’s Wozzeck lecture. Of all of Berg’s public statements about his own works, it gives the most extensive insight into his communicative strategies.

Berg prepared the lecture for an introductory matinee on March 3, 1929, at the Landestheater Oldenburg. It took place two days before the Oldenburg premiere of the opera. The performative concept of the lecture included several contributors. Not only did Berg include over 50 musical examples in the lecture, which were played at the piano by Winfried Zillig, but he had the orchestra perform 14 musical excerpts from Wozzeck as well. Berg had moreover wished for some singers (at least those of the roles of Wozzeck and Marie) to participate. That, however, was only accomplished at later events where Berg held his lecture, for example in Essen in December 1929, where the singers Heinrich Blasel (Wozzeck), Dodie van Rhyn (Marie), and Paul Hochheim (Tambourmajor) participated. Berg gave the lecture at least seven times until April 1931, when it was broadcast on the day of the premiere in Frankfurt at Südwestdeutscher Rundfunk (SWR; Southwest German Broadcasting). At all other occasions, with the exception of the lecture in Vienna, it took place a couple of days before the premiere at the specific theatre the opera was performed in. The Wozzeck lecture therefore clearly had the purpose of introducing the audience to the work that they would then experience a couple of days later in the opera house.

At this point, it is important to emphasize that not only Berg but the theatres themselves made enormous efforts to stage this event with the participation of the complete orchestra. Unfortunately, in Vienna the lecture that was planned before the premiere was canceled because of problems with the payment of the orchestra. It then took place six weeks after the premiere at the invitation of the Österreichischer Kulturbund (Austrian cultural association) with piano accompaniment only (see figure 1).

The structure of Berg’s lecture is actually very simple: He argues in the beginning that it was challenging to reach closure and unity in an “atonal” work of this scale and exemplifies this with the respective endings of the three acts. After explaining the overall organization and dramaturgy of the opera, he walks through each of the fifteen scenes. Occasionally Berg refers to the storyline of the opera but does not really clarify what the opera or each scene is about. Obviously, he assumed that the audience already knew the storyline and arrived at his lecture prepared. It must be left to speculation whether or not the theatre provided additional material for the audience before the lecture, for example a program book, a synopsis of the opera, or something similar. Interestingly, the objection that Berg’s lecture was too difficult appeared on an occasion when Berg did not give the lecture himself. For the Wozzeck premiere in Cologne on October 11, 1930, Heinrich Jalowetz gave a lecture based on Berg’s manuscript. On October 8, 1930, he wrote to Berg after receiving his original manuscript for preparation:
Jalowetz’s remarks are insightful in several ways. While the musical director of the production, Eugen Szenkar, objects that the lecture was too difficult for a broader audience, Jalowetz makes a clear distinction between the composer speaking about his own work and someone else speaking about the composer’s work. The double negation that he, Jalowetz, could “not disagree” with Szenkar reveals a rather submissive tone towards Berg. It suggests that Jalowetz felt that only the composer himself could get away with speaking about one of his compositions in a way that was likely too difficult for an audience to understand. Berg, however, reacted to this critique by changing the lecture himself at later opportunities. A copy of the manuscript that he used about half a year later, on February 25, 1931, for the introductory lecture in Darmstadt reveals that he included the synopsis of his opera taken from Jalowetz’s synopsis in the Cologne program book. This episode indicates that it was rather important for Berg to make his lecture appropriate for the audience.

Viewing Berg’s lecture as an act of communication between him and an audience exposes the particular strategies Berg used to mediate his music. A symptomatic section appears right at the beginning of the lecture. Berg underpins the unity of his work by focusing on the endings of the three acts that use the same chord. He addresses an audience that is used to tonal music by drawing parallels between this chord and the tonic in tonal works. The pianist first plays the three chords one after the other (act I, II, III), then Berg argues that in act I and III the chord is similar and that in act II the chord dissolves “into its component parts” (“löst sich … immer mehr in seine Bestandteile auf”). Again, the pianist plays the chord, now in the sequence act I, III, II, making the similarities between act I and III more obvious. Then the orchestra plays the last section of each act (act I/bar 656–717, act II/bar 761–818, act III/bar 372–92) as well as the beginning of act II (bar 1–6), because Berg argues that it ties in with the ending of act I by using the same chord. After these orchestral examples, Berg uses the piano to demonstrate that the work is structured like a circle, as the “first measures of the opera might well easily link up harmonically with these final measures” (“würden die Anfangstakte der Oper an diese Endtakte harmonisch ohne weiteres anschliessen”), again playing the last bar and then the first three bars of the opera. Following Berg’s original manuscript for the lecture in Oldenburg, at this point one has arrived at page 4 of his 25-page lecture manuscript. Reading it out loud in a moderate tempo and including the musical examples, one is about 18 minutes into the lecture and the audience has heard the same chord eleven times in various musical examples. Repetition seems to be the most obvious communicative strategy here. But what is more important, the audience—presumably the majority not used to listening to atonal music—is introduced to the sound of atonal harmonies. It is certainly no coincidence that Berg focuses for a quite long section at the beginning of his lecture on sound and harmony. It was the musical parameter that was most discussed and criticized in public and press with regard to the so-called atonal music of the Schoenberg circle.

The beginning of the lecture is not the only section where Berg explicitly focuses on harmony. The aspect runs like a thread through the lecture: he compares the three chords of scene I/2 to
the three functions tonic, subdominant, and dominant; he interprets the fifths associated with Marie against the background of her situation in scene I/3; he explains the harmonies of the dance scenes in act II, how the sounding crescendo upon the note B3 is built in the interlude between III/2 and 3, or how the last scene is actually in D minor, where a twelve-tone harmonic entity works as a dominant.

Likewise, the strategy of repetition is not only used in the beginning. It is most obvious in the section about scene II/1 in the lecture. Here, Berg first introduces the four themes of the sonata form used in this scene on the piano (main theme, transitional theme, subsidiary theme, coda). He then has the orchestra play not only the exposition but the complete sonata with exposition, first reprise, development, and second reprise. Between each of these four sections, he announces what is repeated, modified, or particular to the respective section. The audience has now heard the four themes separately and then all four sections in which these themes are used.

Altogether, the orchestral examples of the lecture span over about thirty minutes, which is one-third of the complete opera. If one adds the piano examples, it becomes clear that a large portion of the lecture aims at a listening and therefore sensual experience of Berg’s opera, allowing the audience to get used to the sound of Berg’s music. In this regard, Berg’s comment at the end of the lecture that the audience should forget about all the theory when they experience the performance gains another interpretive dimension. On the surface, this seems to be a rather coquettish self-deprecating cliché phrase: forget about all that I said; just listen to the music. Of course, Berg knew that avant-garde music was not just something that a large part of the audience could simply listen to and understand. He and the theatres made the effort to introduce the work in a lecture lasting significantly longer than the actual opera performance itself. However, the lecture’s focus on sound, harmony, and listening examples lends itself not only to rational understanding but also to sensual experience. Berg’s last statement can also be interpreted against this background, and it calls to mind the guidelines of the Verein für musikalische Privataufführungen, which consider repeated performance of new works a tool for understanding new music. [26]

On April 19, 1931, a shortened version of Berg’s lecture was broadcast at SWR on the day of the Frankfurt premiere of the opera. Radio broadcast was a quite new medium in the early 1930s. The first radio stations, which operated from 1923/24 onwards, featured avant-garde music significantly less often than other repertoires. Just as in concert life, new music suffered from a niche existence, was played seldom and at unattractive broadcast times. [27] However, avant-garde composers still perceived radio as a promising medium, and several radio stations provided platforms not only for the music itself but also for discussions and introductions to specific works.

SWR requested that Berg deliver a radio lecture on the day of the Frankfurt premiere of Wozzeck, on March 24, 1931. Interestingly, they first asked Berg what kind of presentation he had in mind for the radio, but then specified the following:

We would appreciate it if you would bring an analytical lecture with piano and vocal examples. The fee will be Mk. 200. Regarding the participation of artists we would contact the opera house. [28]

The participation of the orchestra and singers was initially planned but could not be realized in the end, and the lecture was accompanied solely by a pianist. Berg could therefore rework the lecture with piano examples that he had already prepared for Vienna a year before. The
manuscript that Berg used both in Vienna and in Frankfurt shows that the orchestra examples were mostly simply cut and not substituted with piano examples. What this version of the lecture therefore lacks is a more extensive impression of what the opera actually sounded like. For the radio broadcast, Berg had to shorten the lecture once more, because the radio station only scheduled one hour for the lecture in the program. Berg’s handwritten notes in the manuscript give detailed insights into how he adapted the lecture. His strategy was to keep the general outline of the lecture, meaning that he decided to say something about every scene of the opera and illustrate it with musical examples. Within these sections, however, he made several cuts, so the analytical depth is not as far-reaching as before. Moreover, he cut comments about staging details (for example the opening and closing of the curtain), the instrumental interludes between the scenes, the instrumentation, the sounds of nature, or the crescendo. Consequently, the lecture now has a much more conventional outline in the sense that it focuses more on the introduction of thematic material and less on sound or other topics. In several places in the manuscript, Berg also made suggestions for cuts in case time was already well advanced. On page 12, for example, he writes, “if ‘30 jump to p. 14” (“falls ‘30 Sprung bis S 14”) or on page 24 “if over 50–55 jump to p. 26” (“falls über 50–55 Sprung bis S 26”). He obviously read his text out loud for preparation and timing but was not sure how long the lecture would be with the integration of the musical examples and tried to make sure that he would not run out of time. Giving a lecture for a radio broadcast was different from the usual lecture format, and Berg tried to prepare for the limited time frame available in a live broadcast. He was actually not unexperienced in talking on the radio, however. Before he delivered the Wozzeck lecture in March 1931, he had not only already participated in radio broadcasts of his own works—for example accompanying the singer Lisa Frank at the piano when performing his Sieben frühe Lieder (Seven early songs) in the Funkstunde (Radio hour) Berlin on February 27, 1929—but had also broadcast a radio dialogue with the journalist Julius Bistron on the topic “Was ist atonal?” (What is atonal?) in April 1930.
The Radio Dialogue “Was ist atonal?”

Originally the dialogue “Was ist atonal?” was planned for March 31, 1930, the day of the Viennese Wozzeck premiere, but it was rescheduled for April 23, 1930. In a letter to Schoenberg, Berg referred to the broadcast as a “radio lecture … in dialogue form” (“Radio-Vortrag … in Dialogform”), thus emphasizing that it was not a dialogue with Bistron per se but rather a lecture. In fact, as Willi Reich later reported, Berg confronted the journalist with a ready-made manuscript in which Bistron acted mostly as a cue giver. Bistron’s role, however, cannot be reduced to this function, as his dialogue part is extremely insightful regarding communicative processes. Although the dialogue was referred to on the radio program under the title “Was ist atonal?” (see figure 2), it was exactly this question that Berg refused to answer in the 40-minute radio broadcast. He rather argues that the expression “atonal music” was invented by the press to disparage new music and insists that the avant-garde music of the Schoenberg circle ties in with the historical traditions of German music (citing Bach, Mozart, Schubert, and Brahms). Berg barely focuses on harmony but brings forth several examples about melody (illustrated by audio examples), and some more about rhythm, counterpoint, and form. In this “lecture” Bistron has three different functions, and in each of these functions he acts as a representative of a certain
audience segment. In some cases, he acts as a representative of a public that regarded "classical" music and "new" music as opposites. This gives Berg the chance throughout the dialogue to prove that this is not the case. In other cases, Bistron's dialogue parts demonstrate a certain naïveté. As the lecture proceeds, he learns more and more from Berg and is in the end convinced that the term "atonal" is "misleading for this whole artistic direction" ("geradezu sinnstörend für die ganze Kunstrichtung").[33] In still other sections of the lecture, Bistron's interjections convey expertise and a sense that he is on a par with Berg. Significantly, some of these passages were originally assigned to Berg in the typescript but then re-assigned to Bistron with handwritten additions. Hence, these passages were presumably also written by Berg but then later put into Bistron's mouth to create the atmosphere of a dialogue. Although these functions make Bistron's part in the dialogue very inconsistent, they work perfectly well to offer identification for different audience segments. Bistron acts as the "first listener" who is convinced by Berg's arguments after the 40-minute lecture. Feedback by Berg's pupil Otto Jokl makes it clear how persuasive the format of a fictitious dialogue was:

The radio dialogue with Jul. Bistron was immensely lively, entertaining, and instructive (only in about 2 places held in a somewhat too fast pace); especially convincing was how the fiction of a real, improvised dialogue was carried out.[36]

The dialogue-lecture "Was ist atonal?" was not only a communication between Berg and a radio audience via the "first listener" Bistron; it was also a reaction to a public discourse about avant-garde music carried out in newspapers and music journals. One day after the radio broadcast, Berg wrote to Schoenberg that the radio lecture had been going very well and that he mainly "went after Korngold" ("ich habe mir hauptsächlich den Korngold ausgeliehen").[37] Similarly, but even more explicitly, he mentioned about a month later in a letter to Johannes Schüler that in the radio dialogue he "found the best opportunity to settle accounts with the old Korngold" ("schönste Gelegenheit fand, etwas mit dem alten Korngold abzurechnen").[38] The long-time music critic of the journal Neue Freie Presse, one of the most important Austrian newspapers, Korngold had written numerous negative reviews about music of Schoenberg and his circle. Berg had previously reacted to Korngold's defaming comments, most explicitly in the article "Wiener Musikkritik" (Viennese music criticism), written in 1920 but never published during Berg's lifetime. The repeated reference to—the never explicitly mentioned—Korngold in the radio dialogue "Was ist atonal?" was a direct reaction to Korngold's feuilleton article about the Viennese Wozzeck premiere that was published in the journal Neue Freie Presse on April 1, 1930, about three weeks before the radio broadcast. Korngold described Wozzeck as "tone and sound anarchy" ("Ton- und Klang-Anarchie") and "destructive and anti-musical atonal, amelodical, and arhythmic new-music" ("destruktive und musikwidrige, atonale, amelodische, a-rhythmische Neumusik").[39] Berg explicitly mentions these but also other terms from Korngold's reviews but often uses them in a more generalized way, so Korngold is just one—here unnamed—opponent to avant-garde music among many:

I have already mentioned the words "arrhythmic," "amelodic," "asymmetric," and I could cite a dozen more terms used to dismiss modern music, like cacophony or test-tube music, which have already partially faded from memory, or new ones like linearity, constructivism, New Objectivity, polytonality, machine music, etc. These may have relevance in certain specific cases, but they are all now brought together under a single umbrella in the phony notion of "atonal" music. The opponents of this music hold to it with great persistence so as to have a single term to dismiss all of new music by denying, as I said, the presence of what until now has made up music and thus to deny its justification for existing.[40]
In other cases, references to a specific musical discourse are not that obvious and illustrate how complex the question of what composers say about their own music really is. This relates, for example, to Berg’s insistence that the music of the Schoenberg circle belongs to a tradition of German music and moreover of German musical masterpieces (as opposed to Italian music of lesser quality). This statement appears in variants or even verbatim in several of Berg’s public statements in 1929 and 1930: in a comparison of Bach and Schoenberg that he published in the journal *Die Musik* in November 1929, as a new insertion in the *Wozzeck* lecture he held in Essen in December 1929, in the radio dialogue in April 1930, and even more extensively in the Viennese *Wozzeck* lecture in May 1930. The insertion in the manuscript of the *Wozzeck* lecture is particularly interesting with regard to practices of underlining that mark emphases in the oral delivery. The beginning of the related sentence in the manuscript reads, with Berg’s emphases: “However, only in this music, which is based on the great, the only tradition of German music” (“Allerdings nur in der Musik, die auf der großen, der einzigen Tradition der deutschen Musik fußt”; see figure 3). The many underlines and the double underline at the words “German music” certainly hint at the emphatic impetus of this musico-political issue. The origin of these references to German music was an unwritten reply to an article of Alfredo Casella about his work *Scarlattiana*. Berg was asked by the editor of the journal *Anbruch*, Hans W. Heinsheimer, in October 1928 to write such a reply, because Casella’s article was full of fascist and nationalist “back-to” rhetoric that defamed the Schoenberg circle, and the journal editors did not want to publish that without a comment. As is clear from Berg’s sketches, he wanted to contradict Casella by emphasizing the continuity of Schoenberg’s music within the German music tradition. In December 1928, Berg withdrew from the task and never wrote this reply. However, with the ideas of German music supremacy that appear in Berg’s public statements in 1929/30, he indirectly reacted to Casella’s Italian nationalism by playing the national card himself.
Trotz alledem war hier nie und nimmer ein musikalischer Stil angestrebt, den man geneigt ist, von den Franzosen, etwa von Debussy, herzuleiten. Den Impressionismus, ja, den man hier und an anderen Stellen meiner Oper 
(um wieder ein Schlagesort der letzten Jahrzehnte zu nennen)
vermeint konstatieren zu können, einen solchen Impressionismus findet man schon bei den Klassikern und Romantikern der Musik; von den unvergänglichen Naturimpressionen bei Wagner ganz zu schweigen. Tatsächlich ist alles, was hier in diesem Sinn impressionistisch anmutet, weit entfernt von dem Wagner, fundamentlosen Klangspiel dieses Stils. Es ist viel mehr alles, wie ich Ihnen ja erklärt habe, auf einer ganz strengen musikalischen Gesetz-
massigkeit aufgebaut: hier auf der der thematischen Gruppe, in der früher besprochenen zweiten Szene des ersten Aktes auf den einer esthatischen Dre-
Akord-Folge.

Ich behole diese Gesetzmäßigkeiten, so naiv will-
lieb, weil es mir ein Recht ist, zu wissen, wie, und was, ich tun. Dreht um falls es in der fernen Anderen Tremolett, ja, wie, wie, von der neuen Stelle ne versteht, kann, nebt. Ist nein, im eng, im Haff. Ne-

das sind, das Zwischenstümpf, das Be-

gestuf! Vom, noch eine sol unsinnige Mit mit und, sehr Wagner, gesunder und wie, ermittelst fest u. beginnend über die Ton-
	
arbeiten, perfekte Formbegrenzungen, u. - wie saugvoll, als ob die K in nicht, die Funktionen 

verzehnt, fast (-) fort, alle die, die war, ich nach 

der innen auch m übers, in Fahr, sogar, als 

	

den erhalten, gebühren, u. auch. Allerdings mit 
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Composers do not talk about their music in a vacuum but embed it extensively in musical or sometimes even broader social and political discourses. Avant-garde composers in particular, often criticized and defamed in public, never write or speak solely about their music. Rather, they always communicate (sometimes more, sometimes less explicitly) with imagined public voices—more specifically, the voices raised in daily press, music journals, and other publication formats, or even the voices protesting against their music during concerts.
**Theoretical and Methodological Considerations for Further Research**

My remarks about Berg's (dialogue-)lectures are intended as an invitation to understand the statements of avant-garde composers as communicative acts. This means drawing attention not only to the information that is delivered but to the way it is presented and can be contextualized. An additional useful methodological background is to understand oral statements in particular, such as lectures or dialogues, as performative acts. Theoretical perspectives from theatre studies and anthropological studies invite us to consider questions of (1) social interaction, (2) bodily co-presence, (3) temporality, rhythm, sound, and vocality, and (4) spatiality.

(1) Social interaction: Several scholars from different fields (Erving Goffman, Victor Turner, Milton Singer, Richard Schechner, and Judith Butler) have discussed theatrical qualities of social interactions and/or the relation between social and theatrical events and interactions. It is informative to contextualize lectures or dialogues of composers within these frameworks. A lecture certainly has theatrical qualities, the most obvious of which is the presence of an audience. The position of the composer, who—in most cases—read a prepared script to this audience, is more ambivalent. At that moment, the composer is neither a private person nor a theatrical figure. It might be useful, though, to adapt the concept of "performance persona" in this context. The composer takes on a certain role, nurtured both by general images of how avant-garde composers act and by the individual delivery, that has certain ritualized or theatrical qualities. Hence, the interaction between composer and audience is constituted by social prerequisites regarding the position of avant-garde music in society. In the specific situation of the delivery of the lecture, the composer and the audience are furthermore constantly negotiating their relation to each other. A focus on social interaction additionally draws attention to other actors involved. Berg's *Wozzeck* lecture has shown that the complete orchestra, singers, and a piano player were involved in the lecture and played a large number of musical examples. Parts of the lecture—particularly those with complete scenes played—therefore had the quality of a musical performance. It is generally important to examine the role of additional actors in the interaction between composer and audience. A piano player or an orchestra were clearly serving a certain purpose regarding the mediating quality of the lecture. The role of the journalist Bistron in Berg's radio lecture, however, has proven to be quite indecisive, meandering between echoing Berg's viewpoint and that of an imagined audience. This role is particularly interesting when considering radio as a medium where the physical presence of composer and audience was missing during the transmission. Bistron therefore takes on elements of the physically absent audience's role.

(2) Bodily co-presence: Closely related to social interaction is the phenomenon of bodily co-presence. The bodily presence of actors and audience in a room has been a focus of theatre studies from the very beginning of the academic debate in the early twentieth century. One important aspect is the "autopoetic feedback loop." In their co-presence, actors and audience permanently—sometimes consciously, sometimes unconsciously—influence each other, constituting a feedback loop. Performances are always contingent, and they cannot be fully planned or foreseen. This concept can be directly adapted to all communicative acts of composers that involve an audience, be they lectures, interviews, discussions, or the performances themselves. The scandalous concerts of the 1910s and 1920s are only one obvious example of strong audience reactions that influenced much of the following discourse about new music. Lectures or other communicative formats are a possibility to regain control over the
discourse. At the same time, they themselves underlie the principle of the “autopoetic feedback loop.” Although it is very difficult to fully comprehend this feedback loop in historical settings, where hardly any traces are left from the actual events or interactions, it is important to keep these principles in mind when analyzing lectures or other formats. The mediating quality of Berg’s Wozzeck lecture, with its orientation toward audience expectations, certainly anticipated negative reactions fed by prejudices against new music. At the same time, Berg could not fully control the event and depended on both the participating performers and the audience.

Another relevant aspect is the physical presence of the body. Whereas in theatre studies the difference between the phenomenological and the semiotic body constitutes the difference between actor and role, the body of the composer can, but does not necessarily have to, transmit semiotic qualities. That depends on the “theatrical” quality of the corresponding performance persona. More revealing for the audience is probably the difference between the composer’s ephemeral disembodied art and the composer’s physicality, which usually disappears behind the art. Newspaper reports about Schoenberg’s lectures, for example, provide interesting insights about how his physical appearance and performance were perceived. A report about his lecture at the Akademie der Künste (Academy of Fine Arts) in Berlin on February 5, 1927, gives detailed information about Schoenberg’s physical features, with a focus on his eyes:

The eyes are the strangest things about him. They continuously change their disposition. They gleam and then darken; there are flashes and flickers in them. And they observe, always examining the effect of each word and sentence.[46]

This passage not only mythicizes Schoenberg’s appearance; it also refers again to the question of interaction and “feedback loop,” when the lecturer is described here as carefully observing the reaction of the audience.

It is obvious that the physical co-presence of composer and audience was an outstanding and remarkable quality of specific public events. And it is moreover important to ask about the consequences if this physical co-presence was missing, for example in radio broadcasts.

(3) Temporality, rhythm, sound, and vocality: Temporality, rhythm, sound, and vocality are significant elements of oral transmission. This has hardly been reflected on in research about composers’ lectures, dialogues, or interviews. Until now they have been primarily understood as texts, although contemporaries described them even in “musical” metaphors, for example in a report about Schoenberg’s lecture about his Die glückliche Hand (The hand of fate):

It was wonderful to see this genius groping around at first in his lecture till he found firm ground (and contact). He then continued, going higher and higher, until he lost himself finally in the distance in a spoken, but nevertheless almost musical fantasy on the obscure title of his work. These introductory words also were chamber music by one filled with and possessed by music.[47]

A consideration of lectures, dialogues, or interviews as oral performances must start with the simple identification of the duration of the whole event and its particular elements. Berg’s Wozzeck lecture has shown that the relation between spoken text and musical examples and the strong emphasis on sound are crucial to the concept of the lecture. A particularly useful method for experiencing the temporality of such historical events is the method of re-enactment.[48] Reading lectures or dialogues aloud and playing musical examples shifts the focus explicitly to the parameters of temporality, rhythm, sound, and vocality. The proportions between different
elements become clearer. Such studies can go into more or less detail depending on the quality of the sources available. The scripts Berg used for oral transmission, for example, include many remarks about rhythmic and vocal expression. He notated the emphasis on certain words, dynamics such as forte and piano, pauses, and other rhythmic elements. In general, Berg’s reading style aims at the utmost clearness of his argument, as is visible in how he divides sentences into segments and stresses particular words.[49] The meaning of such emphases has become visible in Berg’s underlining of the references to German music in his Wozzeck lecture. Detailed studies of such elements are still a desideratum in musicological research, as is the examination of surviving radio recordings, where rhythm, sound, and vocality can be investigated directly. An interesting object of study is, for example, the radio lecture Schoenberg gave about his orchestral variations op. 31 on SWR on March 22, 1931.[50] The surviving partial recording shows that Schoenberg was very concerned about a slow tempo and that he spontaneously extemporized at certain passages, deviating from his script when he saw a need to explain certain aspects of his music in a more extensive way than originally planned. Noticeable is also the partly poor coordination between the pianist, who played the musical examples and was provided by the radio station, and Schoenberg himself. They interrupt each other frequently. All of this has an impact on the character of the lecture and must be considered in the analysis.

(4) Spatiality: Referring again to models from theatre studies, the question of spatiality is important for communicative acts between composers and audience. This particularly concerns the difference between the architectural space and the spatiality of the performance that is constituted by the participants, objects, light, or sound. The architectural space in which a certain event takes place can be examined with regard to its symbolic or physical characteristics. It makes a huge difference whether Berg gave his Wozzeck lecture in Oldenburg directly on the stage of the opera house with the orchestra present or one year later in Vienna in a small room with piano accompaniment. The architectural space provided for events with avant-garde composers has a symbolically charged meaning for the position of new music in society in general. The spatiality of the performance concerns the relation between the composer, the audience, and other participants. Coming back again to the Wozzeck lecture, it is particularly interesting that Berg originally planned to play the musical examples on the piano himself. About two weeks before the lecture, he wrote to the musical director Schüler, “I imagine that I present sitting at an angle at the instrument” (“ich stelle mir vor, daß ich—so halb schräg am Instrument sitzend—vortrage”).[51] In the end, the musical examples were played at all lectures not by Berg himself but by a pianist. On the one hand, this new arrangement gave Berg the chance to act more freely, without being concealed by the piano or obliged to perform this quite challenging multitasking. On the other hand, it separated the delivery of the music completely from the composer himself. This created a different atmosphere and a different sound, as the spoken word and the music now came from different sources. Such examples show that spatiality has a significant influence on symbolic meaning and changes the experience of the event.

Theories of performance shift our attention from the written text to questions of communication and interaction. This is particularly useful in the highly charged discourse of avant-garde music in the early twentieth century. Who is speaking to whom? What is the relation between the composer, (a real or imagined) audience, and other participants? What is communicated, and how and what are the effects of this communication? It is important for research not only to discuss the content of what composers say about their music but also to consider theories of communication, media, and performance to broaden the understanding about the discourse of new music from the early twentieth century until today.
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